I. INTRODUCTION

DifferenT STATeS HAVE different models of relations between religion and the state. There are diverse reasons why a state chooses to adopt a particular model of religion–state relations, one of which may be the role given to religion in creating and strengthening national identity. Israel is defined as a Jewish and democratic state and the Orthodox Jewish religion is established in the state in several ways. While there is an ongoing debate in Israel on whether its definition as a Jewish state should be understood as referring to the Jewish religion or merely to Jewish nationality, there can be no doubt that the partial establishment of the Orthodox Jewish religion in the state plays an important role in Jewish national identity in Israel. This phenomenon is not unique to Israel. Since religion and nationalism are often closely related, many times religion–state relations play a significant role in a polity’s national identity.

This chapter will explore the connection between national identity and religion–state relations in Israel and will place it in a comparative perspective. It will argue that with respect to national identity religion can serve two functions: first, the unity function (an inclusive function) – to unite different individuals or groups under a unitary national identity; and second, the gatekeeping function (an exclusionary function) – to make sure that the boundaries of the national group remain clear and to exclude from the group anyone who may dilute or threaten its identity. Next, the chapter will discuss several countries in which religion is a central component of national identity, including Greece, Malaysia and Turkey. It will show how the nexus between national identity and religion finds expression in different religion–state structures, and point to the functions that it serves. Finally, the chapter will describe religion and state relations in Israel, discussing in what ways Israel’s chosen model of religion–state relations was expected to aid the strengthening of the Jewish national identity. The chapter will claim that the Israeli model has been partially successful, at best, in achieving both its unity function and its

gatekeeping function and will argue that a major cause for the Israeli model’s limited success is the state’s lack of control over its own religious establishment.

II. THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN NATIONAL IDENTITY

Prominent writers on nationalism, such as Anderson and Gellner, tend to ignore the role that religion often plays in the creation and preservation of nations. In fact, modern Western discourse has until recently maintained a dichotomy between nationalism as the product of modernization and secularization, and religion as a phenomenon of the past, which is destined to disappear with the triumph of the enlightenment. Nevertheless, a closer examination of the relationship between religion and nationalism shows that religion has played and still plays an important role in many national movements in both the Western and the non-Western world. Moreover, religion continues to play an important role not only in national movements but also in the nation-states that they create and even in the constitutional structure of these states. Thus, even among Western democracies one can find countries such as England, Ireland and Greece, in which the dominant religion, which has played an important role in the creation of the nation, is given some constitutional recognition, from the largely symbolic, as is the case in England, to the more robust as is the case in Greece. Giving constitutional recognition to a national religion can be done in a variety of forms and can serve various functions. I will suggest that two central functions that religion plays in national identity are the unity function and the gatekeeping function.

A. The Unity Function

Just as with other types of communities, the formation of a national community depends on the creation of a mutual bond around which the community can be united and sustained. Benedict Anderson famously suggested that a nation should be understood as ‘an imagined political community’. According to Anderson nations are imagined because their members ‘never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion’. Nations are communities because ‘regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship’. National communities, according to Anderson, ‘are to be distinguished . . . by the style in which they
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are imagined’. One way of imagining the nation and creating the necessary mutual bond is through a common religion, which can create a sense of comradery between the members of the nation and serve as the basis of national identity.

Ernest Gellner suggests that the concept of the nation, although contingent and elusive, includes two important elements, the cultural and the voluntaristic. According to Gellner, the cultural element suggests that ‘two men are of the same nation if and only if they share the same culture, where culture in turn means a system of ideas and signs and associations and ways of behaving and communicating’. The voluntaristic element suggests that ‘Two men are of the same nation if and only if they recognise each other as belonging to the same nation’. The voluntaristic element is crucial since

[a] mere category of persons (say, occupants of a given territory, or speakers of a given language, for example) becomes a nation if and when the members of the category firmly recognise certain mutual rights and duties to each other in virtue of their shared membership of it. It is their recognition of each other as fellows of this kind which turns them into a nation, and not the other shared attributes, whatever they might be, which separate that category from non-members.

Thus, common religion can serve to unite its members into a nation, but it will only do so if the co-religionists recognise each other not merely as co-religionists but also as members of a common nation that share mutual rights and duties as members of the nation. As will be further discussed below, in cases where other factors may hinder the creation of a unified national identity, nation-states may look to religion as a means of uniting their potential members and garnering their support, and may even give religion official status and authority in the state in order to do so.

B. The Gatekeeping Function

Nations are founded and preserved not only on the basis of the unity of their members, but also by preserving the difference between those who belong to the nation and those who do not. In this respect national communities resemble religious communities. One way through which religious communities control their membership is through restrictive rules of marriage. It has even been suggested that the function of religious family law for the religious community is akin to the function of citizenship laws for the sovereign state. In both cases the laws serve to demarcate the boundaries of the community and decide who belongs to the community and who is excluded.

State laws that give a monopoly to religious communities over family law, and recognise only religious marriages between community members, may serve the need of religious communities to preserve and demarcate their boundaries and thus may have an important gatekeeping function for the religious communities. At the same time, as will be demonstrated below, in nation-states that wish to demarcate the boundaries of the
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nation along religious lines, the maintenance of a religious monopoly over family law, at least with respect to the majority religion, has an important gatekeeping function for the national community as well.

However, one must not forget that this manner of preserving community boundaries, both religious and national, may result in violations of the rights of individuals within and outside the community. These violations may include the violation of women’s right to equality through the imposition of patriarchal and discriminatory religious laws; the violation of the right to family life through restrictions on inter-religious marriages; and the violation of the right to freedom of conscience and to freedom from religion by the compulsory imposition of religious laws.16

III. RELIGION–STATE RELATIONS AND NATIONAL IDENTITY –
A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

A. Greece

The close ties between Greek national identity and the Greek Orthodox religion are officially articulated in the Greek Constitution through the status that it grants to the Eastern Orthodox Religion. Article 3 of the Constitution stipulates that:

The prevailing religion in Greece is that of the Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ

and Article 16 states that the development of

national and religious consciousness

through education is a fundamental state objective.17 These provisions are the basis for the daily prayers in Greek schools and for state financing of the teaching of Orthodoxy in these schools.18 The interrelationship between the Greek Orthodox Church and Greek national identity goes back to the establishment of the modern Greek state in the 1820s.19

Prior to the establishment of modern Greece, the Ottoman Empire ruled over the region through its millet system which divided the population into groups according to their religion. The Orthodox Church used its relative freedom under the millet system in order to teach its members the Greek language and customs and played an important role in the Greek revolution.20

During and after the revolution a struggle was waged over the direction in which modern Greek national identity should be developed, between those who favoured the cultivation of a Westernised secular liberal identity and those who favoured promoting a Byzantinist nationalist identity of a Greek Orthodox nation.21 While Greek political leaders decided to fashion the state along European lines in order to appeal to central powers such as Britain and France, they also realised that Church support would legit-
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imise their nation building efforts. Consequently, Greece’s dual commitment to Western democracy and to an Eastern Church, which continues to this very day, is reflected in Greek law and society. This duality makes Greece, which has never directly experienced the reformation or the enlightenment, and which is highly homogenous religiously, with around 97 per cent of the population Orthodox Christians, quite different from Western European countries. Thus, the state established Orthodox Christianity as its official religion in order to utilise religion’s unifying function, while at the same time subjecting the Church to state control through measures such as appointing the members of the Church’s governing body (the Synod) and subjecting all synodal decisions to government approval. Until recently the state enabled the Church to maintain its gatekeeper function by allowing it to retain exclusive control over marriages and divorces, but this changed in 1982 when a socialist government introduced civil marriage after much conflict and debate.

B. Malaysia

Malaysia is a state in which the Muslim religion and the Malay national identity are closely intertwined. Article 3 of the Malaysian Constitution defines Malaysia as an Islamic Federation. It states that:

Islam is the religion of the Federation; but other religions may be practiced in peace and harmony in any part of the Federation.

Around 40 per cent of Malaysia’s population is non-Muslim. While the country maintains a façade of interracial harmony and religious pluralism, clear preference is given in the Constitution and in federal law to the Malay ethnic group, who are Muslims. The Constitution defines ‘Malay’ as a person, who professes the religion of Islam, habitually speaks the Malay language, conforms to Malay custom and was born in Malaysia or Singapore, or is the issue of such a person. Because Islam is such an important component of the Malay national identity the state exercises tight control over Islam and the ruling coalition is promoting a relatively moderate form of Islam (Islam Hadhari or civilizational Islam) in order to prevent the spread of more radical forms of Islam.

The Malaysian Constitution guarantees individual religious freedom and the right of every religious group to manage its own religious affairs. However, the Constitution
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includes special provisions for Islam, which both give preference to Muslims and at the same time restrict their behaviour. For example, the Constitution allows state and federal law to restrict

the propagation of any religious doctrine or belief among persons professing the religion of Islam.\textsuperscript{33}

Consequently, it is forbidden to propagate non-Muslim religious doctrines to Muslims, and those wishing to propagate Muslim religious doctrines and beliefs to Muslims must obtain permission from state religious departments.\textsuperscript{34} The control over the propagation of Muslim religious doctrines granted to the government in the Constitution has enabled the government, among other things, to clamp down on dissident Muslim organizations and shut down their schools.\textsuperscript{35}

In addition to establishing Islam as a state religion and attempting to unite the Malayan nation around the relatively moderate Islam Hadhari, Malaysia uses Islamic personal law as a gatekeeper for the Malayan nation. Thus, personal law in Malaysia clearly distinguishes between Muslims and non-Muslims for the purpose of marriage. While Muslims can only marry Muslims and must do so according to Islamic law, non-Muslims can marry in a civil marriage, irrespective of their religion.\textsuperscript{36} Furthermore, if a non-Muslim wishes to marry a Muslim they must convert to Islam before the marriage.\textsuperscript{37} In this manner Malaysian law is able to minimise intermarriage between Malays and non-Malays and maintain the distinction between citizens belonging to the Malay nation and citizens who do not, which stands at the core of Malaysia’s national identity.

C. Turkey

Unlike Malaysia Turkey is a secular country. When the Republic of Turkey was proclaimed in 1923, religion was banished from the public sphere in order to pave the way for modernization.\textsuperscript{38} Hundreds of religious Muslim schools (\textit{medreses}) that were seen as incompatible with modern academic requirements were closed, and the state established compulsory schools that followed a national curriculum devoid of any religious instruction.\textsuperscript{39} Secularization was central to the Kemalist\textsuperscript{40} modernization project, and various
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Muslim practices such as the pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) were banned by law until 1947. Nevertheless, Islam played an important role in the Kemalist understanding of the Turkish nation due to Islam’s importance as the ‘unspoken bond’ that created the Turkish nation from a multitude of separate ethnic groups including Anatolians, Kurds, Caucasians, Albanians, Bosnians Tartars, etc. Thus, while on the one hand the early Kemalist state repressed Islam, on the other hand it promoted its own interpretation of Islam in order to legitimate its secular nationalism.

The introduction of democracy in 1946 along with the realization that the ban on public expressions of religion is leading many to seek it via channels over which the state has no control, has led to the gradual reintroduction of religion into the public sphere and into the state system of education. Consequently, the notion of laicism, which initially meant a complete ban on Islam, was transformed to mean the control of religious expression by the state, and the following years saw a gradual increase in state-controlled Islamic education. In the 1980s the role of Islam in Turkish society has further strengthened. Islam was portrayed as a national trait of the Turks and as a source of social and moral stability, and obligatory religious courses were introduced in state schools. As a result, perhaps paradoxically, although Turkey is defined in its 1982 Constitution as a secular state, state control over Islamic education and its compulsory introduction into state schools are enshrined in the Constitution, which stipulates that education and instruction in religion and ethics shall be conducted under state supervision and control

and

[instruction in religious culture and moral education shall be compulsory in the curricula of primary and secondary schools.]

Furthermore, the secular state through its Department of Religious Affairs (DIR) controls 70,000 mosques and thousands of Qur’anic courses, and supervises private forms of religious activities. Thus, the state, whose control over religion is so tight that it even distributes the Friday sermons to the mosques around the country, is the most important religious player in Turkey. The Turkish Constitution expressly instructs the DIR to use Islam in order to foster national unity when it stipulates that

[the Department of Religious Affairs . . . shall exercise its duties . . . aiming at national solidarity and integrity.]

Accordingly, the DIR promotes a relatively progressive form of Islam, which has been called ‘Turkish-Islamic-Synthesis’, and which is aimed at undermining Islamic influences
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outside of state control and assisting in the project of national homogenization. While Islam performs an important unity function for Turkey’s national identity, it is not used as a gatekeeper to preserve the boundaries between Muslims and non-Muslims, and civil marriage is the only legally valid form of marriage in Turkey. The redundancy of religion’s gatekeeping function in Turkey is undoubtedly related to the fact that 98 per cent of Turks are Muslims.

IV. RELIGION–STATE RELATIONS AND NATIONAL IDENTITY IN ISRAEL

A. Religion–State Relations in Israel

Israel is defined in its Basic Laws as a Jewish and Democratic state. This definition is relatively new, and was adopted along with the two Basic Laws on human rights – Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty, and Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation. The origins of this definition can be traced to the Israeli Declaration of Independence, which states that Israel is to be a ‘Jewish state’, but at the same time that it will ensure complete equality of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, language, education and culture.

It is important to note that there is an ongoing and as of yet unsettled debate with regard to the exact meaning of the definition of Israel as a Jewish state in the Basic Laws. While some consider that the definition of Israel as a Jewish state constitutes an establishment of the Jewish religion in the state through the Basic Laws, others argue that the term ‘Jewish state’ should be understood merely as designating the character of Israel as the home of the Jewish people, where Jews realise their right to self-determination. The persistence of this debate is in itself proof of the extremely fuzzy lines between Jewish national identity and religion in Israel.

The definition of Israel as a ‘Jewish state’ was enacted in the Basic Laws only during the 1990s. However, the Orthodox Jewish religion, which is represented in Israel by the Zionist Orthodox community and by the ultra-Orthodox community, has been established in the state from its inception in 1948 through laws granting legal status to Orthodox Jewish religious authorities in several areas. The most important area is that of personal status law, which was left to the exclusive control of the religious authorities. In addition, there are several other areas in which the Orthodox Jewish religion is
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given preferential status by the state, either through statutes or through administrative decisions, which confer to it state power as well as money. Thus, the state has established a Chief Rabbinate and has given full control over it to Orthodox Judaism. The Chief Rabbinate is a powerful state organ which enjoys large budgets and which controls the religious services given by the state to the Jewish population. Some of the state and municipal institutions established and financed by the state and subject to the religious authority of the Chief Rabbinate are the Rabbinical Courts that deal with matters of marriage and divorce of Jews in Israel, the regional religious councils which deal with the supply of religious services – such as burial (public cemeteries in Israel are overwhelmingly religious), synagogues, kashrut (the requirement that food be kosher), etc – to Jews on a regional basis, and the conversion courts which deal with conversion to Judaism.

B. Religious Personal Law’s Gatekeeper Function

The most important aspect of the partial establishment of Orthodox Judaism is that all Jews in Israel are subject to Jewish religious personal laws. Members of other recognised religious communities, such as Muslims and various Christian denominations, are also subject to the personal religious laws of their particular religions. The current system of personal laws is essentially a continuation of the Ottoman millet system, which was based on the principle of community self-rule, giving each religious community full control over the personal status of its members, regardless of whether they wish to abide by the religious rules and even regardless of whether they consider themselves members of the community. This state of affairs has been maintained by the British Mandate and later by the State of Israel, which until this very day does not have a procedure for civil marriage.

By recognizing only religious marriages conducted by a religious tribunal of a recognised religious community Israeli law in effect prevents people of different religions from marrying in Israel. One of the main reasons for the decision of the Israeli legislature to adopt this statutory scheme was its wish to prevent mixed marriages that would dilute the Jewish community, obscure the boundaries between the Jewish majority and the Arab (Muslim and Christian) minority and threaten Jewish national identity. When introducing the Rabbinical Courts Jurisdiction (Marriage and Divorce) Law in 1953 the Deputy Minister for Religious Affairs explained that one of the purposes of granting
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legal recognition exclusively to religious marriages was to exclude the possibility of mixed marriages that might result in the conversion of Jews to other faiths.\textsuperscript{64} Similarly, when it became known that the Muslim Sharia Courts in Israel were willing to marry Muslim men to Jewish women, the Ministry of Religious Affairs has instructed the Sharia Courts to refrain from conducting such marriages.\textsuperscript{65}

Has the use of Orthodox Jewish personal law as a gatekeeper for the Jewish nation been successful? On the one hand the number of interreligious marriages and especially of interreligious marriages between Jews and Arab Muslims or Christians in Israel is very low. Thus, unlike Jews outside Israel whose interreligious marriage rates are often high, the rate of interreligious marriages of Jews in Israel is less than five per cent.\textsuperscript{66} It is likely that the lack of civil marriages in Israel has contributed to the dearth of interreligious marriages. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Israeli law does recognise civil marriages that have been held abroad, and although more than 10 per cent of Israeli couples marry civilly abroad, the number of interreligious marriages remains small.\textsuperscript{67} The fact that more than 10 per cent of the couples shun religious marriage and marry abroad is in itself proof that the use of Orthodox Jewish personal law as the gatekeeper for the Jewish nation has been only partially successful. A major reason for the Orthodox religious law’s limited success as a gatekeeper is the human rights violations that occur as a result of its imposition.\textsuperscript{68} One obvious violation is the violation of the right to freedom of conscience and belief of all those who do not wish to marry in a Jewish Orthodox religious ceremony.\textsuperscript{69} Many Jews are not religious and do not want to marry in a religious ceremony. In addition, within Judaism there are different streams, including for example Reform and Conservative Judaism, whose members wish to marry in ceremonies conducted by their own Rabbis, according to their traditions. Because Israeli law grants the power to marry Jewish couples exclusively to Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox Rabbis anyone who wants to marry in a Reform or Conservative ceremony and have her marriage recognised by the state is denied that right.

Furthermore, while allowing only religious marriages restricts the rights of both men and women, it has a particularly severe impact on women’s equality rights. This is because the Jewish Orthodox personal laws as applied by Israeli Rabbinical Courts are highly patriarchal and give clear preference to men over women in most matters pertaining to the marriage relationship, especially the resolution of the marriage.\textsuperscript{70} Moreover,
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the subordination of women within the marriage has far-reaching effects on their ability to achieve equality in all areas of life.\textsuperscript{71} While partial attempts have been made to ameliorate this situation by means such as the establishment of civil family courts, which have parallel jurisdiction to religious courts in matters that do not pertain directly to marriage and divorce, these attempts do not weaken the hold that Orthodox Judaism has on marriage and divorce themselves.\textsuperscript{72}

The use of Orthodox Jewish personal law as a gatekeeper for the Jewish nation leads many Jews to reject the option of marrying in Israel and to criticise the state for the human rights violations that the Orthodox monopoly creates. However, an even more serious problem for the state in its attempt to use Orthodox Judaism as gatekeeper for the Jewish nation is the fact that the strictness of Orthodox Jewish precepts prevents many people whom the state has an interest in integrating into the Jewish nation from being able to marry in Israel. During the 1990s the state has brought hundreds of thousands of Jews and people of Jewish descent from the former Soviet Union to Israel under the Israeli Law of Return,\textsuperscript{73} and has taken numerous steps since then in order to integrate them into the Jewish community for the explicit purpose of strengthening the Jewish majority in Israel and the Jewish nation. Contrary to the intentions of the state, the control of Orthodox Judaism over marriages of Jews in Israel is preventing a vast majority of these new immigrants from marrying other Jews, and even each other, and from fully integrating into the community.\textsuperscript{74} Thus, from the perspective of the state the use of Orthodox Judaism as a gatekeeper for the Jewish nation has backfired.

It is worth noting that the Law of Return itself could arguably be seen as an example of the use of religion as a gatekeeper for the nation, since it defines its beneficiaries in relation to their Jewishness and grants only Jews the right to immigrate to Israel. However, unlike personal status law, which was entrusted to the Orthodox religious establishment and given a strictly Orthodox interpretation, the Law of Return, which makes only a partial use of the religious definition of who is a Jew, was never entrusted to the Orthodox establishment or given a strictly Orthodox interpretation. It is precisely the discrepancy between the definition of a Jew under the Law of Return and the definition of a Jew under Orthodox religious law that has been the cause of the inability of so many new immigrants, who were brought to Israel by the state, to marry within its borders.\textsuperscript{75}

C. Religious Establishment and the Unity Function

The Zionist movement that struggled for the establishment of the State of Israel was a national secular movement, led by Eastern European secular Jews who were staunchly opposed to the traditional religious leadership of Eastern European Jewish communities and aspired to create in Israel a modern national and secular Jewish state.\textsuperscript{76} Nevertheless,
the leaders of the Zionist movement, who later became the leaders of the new state, decided to partially establish Orthodox Judaism in the state. One historical explanation to this decision revolves around the Zionist leaders’ need to get the support of Orthodox religious factions in the struggle to establish the state. In order to secure their support the secular Zionist leaders have come to an agreement with the Orthodox factions which is known as the ‘Status Quo’ and which outlined in general terms what later became the contours of the partial establishment of the Orthodox Jewish religion in the new state.  

A second explanation for the partial establishment of Orthodox Judaism was the secular Zionist regime’s need to enhance the legitimacy of the Jewish nation-state in the eyes of its Jewish citizens and of diaspora Jews, who were thought of as potential future citizens, by maintaining a connection with the Jewish past. Thus, secular national leaders, and especially the head of the Zionist movement and Israel’s first Prime Minister, David Ben-Gurion, decided to use the Orthodox Jewish religion as a legitimating and unifying force. They believed that in due time, after the establishment of the state, the religious element of Jewishness, which was initially used to buttress the emerging national element of Jewishness, would gradually disappear and be replaced by a fully-fledged Jewish nationalism. This assumption was closely related to the assumption that Orthodox Judaism was in itself in a gradual process of disintegration as an inevitable result of modernity, and that consequently no harm could be done by acceding to the demands of Orthodox religious leaders.

Contrary to Ben-Gurion’s expectations, not only has Orthodox Judaism not disappeared, but with the help of generous state funding, of its control over the religious establishment, and of its increasing political power, Jewish Orthodoxy and in particular its radical ultra-Orthodox branch, has experienced an unprecedented revival and expansion in Israel. However, far from promoting Jewish national unity, the existence of an extensive religious establishment in Israel and the continued exclusive Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox control over it, have been main causes for a deepening divide within Israeli Jewish society, which has come to be known as the religious–secular divide. In recent years the increasing radicalization of those controlling the religious establishment, and especially of the ultra-Orthodox, has put unprecedented pressure on Jewish national unity within Israel as well as on the relations between Israel and more liberal diaspora Jews, particularly those from the Reform and Conservative streams of Judaism. Due to lack of space I will focus only on one manifestation of this problem, which exposes the depth of the divide, not only between ‘religious’ Jews (ie Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox) and ‘secular’ Jews (who also include Reform, Conservative and some modern-Orthodox), but also between the Jewish nation-state and its own religious establishment.
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As already mentioned in the previous section, during the 1990s Israel has brought hundreds of thousands of Jews and people of Jewish descent from the former Soviet Union for the express purpose of strengthening the Jewish nation by increasing the Jewish majority. Because of the strong relationship between the Jewish religion and Jewish national identity the state has from the onset viewed it as an important national interest to help those immigrants who wish to do so to convert to Judaism. Since the Jewish Orthodox conversion process in Israel is protracted and complicated the state has attempted to facilitate the process by establishing Special Conversion Courts, which although staffed by Orthodox Rabbis and following Orthodox practice, were at the same time expected to be committed to the national mission of assisting the new immigrants who wish to convert. However, these courts turned out to be of very little use to those wishing to convert. Faithful to strict interpretations of Orthodox conversion requirements these courts have been very slow in approving conversions and in particular have been rejecting many candidates for conversion on the basis of their alleged failure to commit to observing Jewish religious commandments. While one could argue that religious courts should be free to apply their own understanding of religious law, it is important to note two things. First, this strict interpretation of Orthodox Jewish religion is not the exclusive interpretation and the official stance of the courts as published by the government is that a declaration of intent to observe Jewish religious commandments is sufficient. Second, and perhaps more importantly for our purposes, the failure of these state appointed religious courts to follow government policy, and to assist immigrants who wish to convert into Judaism and facilitate their inclusion in the Jewish nation, is a stark example of the paradoxical nature of the Israeli attempt to use the establishment of religion as a means for advancing national unity.

Furthermore, the paradox does not stop here. Despite the fact that the Special Conversion Courts are the official state organs in charge of conversion, the Rabbinical Courts, which have exclusive jurisdiction on matters of marriage and divorce, and are controlled by ultra-Orthodox Rabbis, have several years ago decided that the conversions conducted by these courts were religiously invalid and have pronounced them retroactively void. While this does not affect the validity of the conversions in the eyes of the civil authorities of the state, it does have crucial implications in all realms governed by religious law and especially with respect to the status of the converts’ marriages and for the status of their children. Thus, the Rabbinical Court’s declaration that these conversions are retroactively void leads to the retroactive annulment of the converts’ marriages to Jewish spouses (since under religious law Jews cannot marry non-Jews) and, in cases where the converts are women, to the annulment of their children’s status as Jews (since the children have not been born to a Jewish mother). Recently, the Israeli Supreme Court published its decision
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in the case of two women whose conversion was retroactively declared void by the Rabbinical Courts. After the women’s appeal to the Supreme Court the Rabbinical Courts have reconsidered the women’s individual cases and have decided that their conversions were not void. The Supreme Court relied on this change in the Rabbinical Courts’ position in order to reject the petitioners’ request to issue an order declaring that the Rabbinical Courts have no authority to question a convert’s conversion. The Supreme Court’s refusal to issue such a declaration is unfortunate, because it leaves Rabbinical Courts with the discretion to retroactively declare conversions void in the future, thereby violating the basic rights of the converts and undermining the state’s attempt to facilitate conversions.

V. CONCLUSION

As the Israeli example clearly demonstrates, using the establishment of religion as a means of facilitating national unity is a dangerous gamble, and the deeper the establishment, and the more the state relies on religion as a gatekeeper and/or as a unifying factor, the greater is the risk. Ben-Gurion has famously confided to the renowned Jewish philosopher Yeshayahu Leibowitz, who was a vociferous advocate of the separation of religion and state, that he (Ben-Gurion) established religion in the state so that the state could control religion. Having come from a strong collectivist Eastern European background, and not having been exposed to enlightenment liberalism, Ben-Gurion and other Zionist leaders of that time could not have anticipated the effects of the unhealthy combination of thick religious establishment and liberal ideals which is the marker of Israel’s religion and state relations for the past decades. In a bizarre twist on the liberal ideal of religious freedom the Israeli state, including its Supreme Court, has ended up respecting the freedom of religion of the ultra-Orthodox and Orthodox judges staffing its state religious tribunals much more than it respects the religious freedom of most of its citizens, and has consequently lost control over its own religious establishment. Putting aside for a moment the serious rights violations that a thick establishment of religion in the state can cause, and which deserve separate treatment, the comparative cases discussed in this chapter, and especially the cases of Malaysia and Turkey, reveal an awareness on the part of both these states, of an important truth that Ben-Gurion identified but which the State of Israel failed to implement, which is that tight state control over a powerful national religion is a prerequisite if a state intends to use it to promote its national interests. Perhaps paradoxically, such state control, illiberal though it may be, can be more conducive to promoting a moderate form of national religion than an allegedly liberal defence of the religious freedom of those who control the religious establishment.
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